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Abstract: Multi-terminal HVDC grids facilitate the integration of various renewable resources from
distant locations; in addition, they enhance the reliability and stability of the grid. Protection is one of
the major obstacles in realizing reliable and secure multi-terminal HVDC grids. This paper presents
a comprehensive review of the existing protection schemes for multi-terminal HVDC grids. First,
DC fault current stages are demonstrated; in addition, fault analysis studies and the existing fault
current calculation methods are reviewed. Then, HVDC grid protection requirements including
multi-vendor interoperability conditions are extensively discussed. Furthermore, primary protection
algorithms are classified into single- and double-ended schemes, and a detailed comparison between
each category is presented such that the distinctive algorithms from each group are highlighted.
Moreover, the recent DC reclosing schemes are reviewed highlighting their role in enhancing grid
stability and ensuring supply continuity. Finally, available standards for HVDC protection systems
alongside their design considerations and procedures are thoroughly outlined. This paper focuses
on the recently proposed methods to design reliable protection schemes for multi-terminal HVDC
grids and highlights the main advantages and disadvantages associated with them; thus, it offers a
beneficial guide for researchers in the HVDC protection field.

Keywords: HVDC grid protection; MMC converters; double-ended schemes; single-ended schemes;
protection strategies; DC circuit breakers; DC fault location; reclosing schemes

1. Introduction

HVDC corridors play an essential role in integrating renewable energy resources
(RESs), harvesting their power, and feeding it into the power grid, especially offshore
wind farms, which are interconnected to the onshore grid via submarine HVDC cables [1].
Furthermore, grid stability issues resulting from uncertainty, volatility, and intermittency
of wind energy sources become more controllable with HVDC interconnections rather
than direct AC interconnections [2]. Moreover, the distance between the offshore wind
platform and the onshore interfacing point of connection adds another restriction on
utilizing submarine AC cables since their charging currents increase for long distances and
the compensation cost for these currents will be high, whereas submarine DC cables have
nearly negligible charging currents [3]. An example of such an offshore wind harvesting
multi-terminal HVDC grid is the proposed Atlantic wind connection (AWC) project that
is intended to collect up to 7 GW of offshore wind power over the eastern coast of the
United States [4].

HVDC systems can be classified based on the converter technology into line-
commutated converters (LCCs) and voltage-sourced converters (VSCs). VSCs exhibit
various operational merits over LCCs as highlighted in Table 1 [5,6]. In addition, the con-
stant DC link voltage of VSCs facilitates their parallel operation, which is an important
feature to build multi-terminal HVDC grids. Modular multilevel converters (MMCs) are
extensively exploited in recent HVDC projects and will be used in future projects due to
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their notable features such as modularity, scalability, low switching frequency and losses,
and low filtering requirements [7–10]. Numerous HVDC projects have been installed
and commissioned worldwide, ranging from point-to-point connections to multi-terminal
HVDC grids. China and Europe possess the dominant share of these projects. For instance,
the Chinese power utility is recognized as the largest hybrid DC-AC grid worldwide with
more than 50 HVDC projects in service and a capacity greater than 70 GW [11]. Table 2
presents a brief overview of a selected number of the existing large HVDC projects.

Table 1. Comparison between LCCs and VSCs.

Comparison Aspect LCCs VSCs

Semiconductor switch Thyristor IGBT

Switch controllability Semi-controllable Fully-controllable

Commutation failure Yes No

DC Link Constant current polarity Constant voltage polarity

Power reversal Slow (requires voltage
reversal)

Simple and fast (no need for
voltage reversal)

Harmonics Low-order harmonics High-order harmonics

Filter Size Large Small

Active and Reactive Power
Control Coupled control Decoupled control

Reactive Compensation
Requirement Yes No

Reactive support provision No Yes

Black-start capability No Yes

Table 2. Existing HVDC projects overview.

HVDC Project Country Commissioning
Year Capacity DC Voltage

Level
Grid

Configuration
Number of
Terminals

Zhangbei [12] China 2021 4.5 GW ±500 kV Meshed Four 1

NordLink [13] Germany/Norway 2021 1.4 GW ±525 kV Point-to-point Two

North Sea Link
2 [14] Norway/UK 2021 1.4 GW ±525 kV Point-to-point Two

Wudongde [15] China 2020 8 GW ±800 kV Star-connected Three

Changji-
Guquan

3 [16]
China 2019 12 GW ±1100 kV Point-to-point Two

Maritime
Link [17] Canada 2018 500 MW ±200 kV Point-to-point Two

Zhoushan [18] China 2014 1 GW ±200 kV Meshed Five 4

Nan’ao [19] China 2013 200 MW ±160 kV Star-connected Three
1 This project will be extended to six terminals in the second phase [11]. 2 The world’s longest submarine
interconnector with 720 km length. 3 This is the largest HVDC project worldwide in terms of transmission
distance, DC voltage rating, and power transfer capability. 4 World’s first five-terminal HVDC project.

Protection is one of the major obstacles in realizing reliable and secure multi-terminal
HVDC grids. Implementation of a reliable, sensitive, and selective protection system for
HVDC networks is more challenging as compared to conventional AC systems, since DC
faults result in a large and nearly instantaneous rise of the DC current, which has no zero-
crossings. The large DC fault current is due to the low-impedance, low-inertia of HVDC
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networks and the rapid discharge rate of the converters’ capacitors. This issue imposes
stringent constraints on the fault clearing time to be in the range of a few milliseconds,
e.g., 6 ms for the Zhangbei HVDC project [20], including 3 ms for the fault interruption
process; thus, requiring the design of ultra-fast protection schemes along with fast fault
current interrupters such as direct current circuit breakers (DCCBs) that can interrupt the
fault current in the absence of a zero-crossing.

Several HVDC protection schemes are proposed in the literature. There are two main
classifications for HVDC protection algorithms; first, they can be classified based on the
intended protection function and speed into primary and backup protection schemes
similar to AC protection systems. Second, protection algorithms can be classified into
single-ended (communication-less or non-pilot) and double-ended (communication-based
or pilot) schemes based on their need for a communication channel. An example of pilot
schemes is the HVDC differential protection scheme, which is inspired by AC differential
algorithms, yet DC schemes are more challenging to design due to long transmission lines
and the rigid data-synchronization requirements of the communication system.

Single-ended schemes have been proposed mainly to compensate for the delayed
operation of double-ended schemes due to communication delays. Therefore, local-
measurement-based schemes become essential in order to realize ultra-fast fault detection
and classification. The proposed methodologies depend on various criteria such as detect-
ing the sudden change of transient fault currents and voltages [21]. In addition, inspired
by AC protection principles, fault induced traveling waves have been broadly utilized in
DC systems. Their distinctive features, which carry the fault signature, are extracted by
employing well-known mathematical signal processing tools such as Fourier and wavelet
transforms [22,23].

This paper presents a comprehensive review of VSC-HVDC grid protection schemes.
Other valuable reviews are presented in [24–26]. Compared with these reviews, the major
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) this paper exclusively focuses
on the proposed protection algorithms for VSC-based HVDC grids since the majority
of the current and planned HVDC projects are based on VSCs; (2) recent schemes are
intensively reviewed, highlighting the current research trends and methodologies of HVDC
protection schemes; (3) protection algorithms are classified into single- and double-ended
schemes and a detailed comparison between each category is presented such that the
distinctive algorithms from each group are highlighted; (4) fault analysis studies and
the proposed fault current calculation methods are reviewed; (5) HVDC grid protection
requirements including multi-vendor interoperability conditions are extensively discussed;
(6) recent DC reclosing schemes, which have not been discussed in the existing review
papers, are reviewed highlighting their role in enhancing grid stability and ensuring supply
continuity; and (7) available standards for HVDC protection systems alongside their design
considerations and procedures are thoroughly outlined.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, DC fault phenomenon
including the fault stages, calculation methods, and fault clearing strategies are investi-
gated; in addition, fundamental protection requirements for HVDC schemes are discussed.
In Section 3, a comprehensive review of primary and backup protection algorithms is
provided and the major differences between single- and double-ended primary schemes
are addressed. Section 4 focuses on double-ended schemes and provides a comprehensive
review of the existing algorithms. A comparable review of single-ended schemes is pre-
sented in Section 5. An overview of fault location identification schemes is demonstrated
in Section 6. The concept of auto-reclosing in HVDC grids is presented in Section 7 and
later the proposed reclosing schemes are reviewed. Design considerations and proce-
dures of HVDC protection systems are addressed in Section 8 in addition to highlighting
the available standards related to HVDC grid protection. The conclusions are outlined
in Section 9.
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2. Fundamentals of DC Faults

As reported in the joint paper of the European network of transmission system opera-
tors for electricity (ENTSO-E) and Europacable [27], DC cable faults are scarce and a few
cable-fault incidents were historically reported by transmission system operators (TSOs).
Root causes of DC cable (underground and submarine) faults are as follows: (1) cable
insulation breakdown due to aging or internal partial discharges; (2) uncoordinated dig-
ging works; (3) overheating due to persistent overloading operation; (4) improper cable
burial; and (5) anchor and pack ice damages. On the other hand, DC faults are more
frequent in the case of overhead transmission lines due to their exposure to unexpected and
uncontrolled climate conditions. Furthermore, the majority of these faults are temporary
(non-permanent). Consequently, auto-reclosing schemes, similar to those employed in AC
transmission networks, are needed to ensure supply continuity; thus, reducing the outage
time and improving the transmission system reliability [28]. Table 3 summarizes the most
common causes of DC faults in various HVDC transmission facilities.

Table 3. Common roots of DC faults.

Employed
Transmission

Facility
Common Roots Fault Type Fault Nature

Overhead Lines

1. Direct lightning strikes. Pole-To-Ground Temporary

2. Indirect back flashover across insulators. Pole-To-Ground Temporary

3. Sudden contact between conductors or between one conductor

and ground due to external objects (such as trees or birds).

Pole-To-Ground
or Pole-To-Pole Temporary

4. Swinging of conductors due to severe storms. Pole-To-Pole Temporary

5. Broken conductors. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

6. Insulation failure due to aging or pollution. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

7. Tower collapse due to natural disasters. Pole-To-Pole-To-
Ground Permanent

Underground
Cables

1. Insulation failure due to aging, overloading, etc. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

2. Uncoordinated digging works. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

3. Improper cable burial. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

Submarine
(Undersea) Cables

1. Insulation failure due to aging, overloading, etc. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

2. Anchor and pack ice damages. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

3. Fishing gears. Pole-To-Ground Permanent

2.1. DC Fault Stages

DC short-circuit fault currents are extremely large due to the small impedance of
DC networks [29,30]. Additionally, the fast discharge rate of the converters’ capacitors
accelerates the rise of the fault current to high levels in the first few milliseconds after
the fault incident [31]. Three main stages can be identified during a short-circuit DC
fault [32,33]. The first stage is the capacitor discharge stage at which the DC link capacitors
or the submodule capacitors of MMCs rapidly discharge into the fault. The high rate of
rise of the fault current during this stage triggers the converters’ overcurrent protective
measures, resulting in the converter blocking. The second stage is the inductive discharge
stage caused by cable inductances and arm reactors of MMCs, since inductive currents
cannot be instantaneously interrupted after converters are blocked. The third stage, which
is automatically triggered after the inductive currents reach zero, is the AC infeed stage
where the converters behave as uncontrolled rectifiers feeding the DC-side fault with
large steady-state currents from the AC network. It is worth mentioning that DC fault
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currents should be interrupted during the first stage to prevent losing the controllability of
converters and avoid exceeding the interrupting capabilities of the employed DCCBs [26].

To demonstrate the aforementioned fault current stages, a symmetrical-monopolar
half-bridge MMC-based four-terminal HVDC grid, shown in Figure 1, is simulated in
PSCAD/EMTDC. The test system, proposed in [34], consists of two offshore wind farms
that are interconnected with two AC grids via a four-terminal meshed transmission network
consisting of five DC cables. The AC grids have a rated voltage of 400 kV, while the rated
voltage of the DC grid is ±320 kV, which is controlled by the converters at terminals 3
and 4. Active power is controlled by the converters at terminals 1 and 2, while reactive
power is controlled by all the converters. The remaining grid parameters are provided
in [34]. A pole-to-pole fault at the middle of cable 13 is initiated at 0.71 s. The positive-pole
current measured by relay R13 is shown in Figure 2. As depicted in Figure 2, the capacitor
discharge stage starts at tdis once the first fault-induced backward traveling wave reaches
bus 1 and is detected by R13. Then, after a few milliseconds, depending on the initial energy
stored in the submodule capacitors, withstanding capabilities of semiconductor switches,
and fault parameters, the inductive discharge stage starts at tind. Finally, the AC infeed
stage commences at tac once the arm inductors are completely discharged.

MMC 1 MMC 2

MMC 3 MMC 4

Bus 1 Bus 2

Bus 3 Bus 4

Cable 12

100 Km

Cable 34

100 Km

Cable 24

150 Km

Cable 13

200 Km

Cable 14

200 Km

AC 

Grid 1

AC 

Grid 2

OWF 1 OWF 2

Fault-Current Limiting Reactor

OWF (Offshore Wind Farm)

Hybrid DCCB

R13

Figure 1. Four-terminal HVDC test grid.

DC fault transients depend on the fault type and the grid’s grounding configuration.
For instance, pole-to-pole faults always result in significant fault currents and low voltage
conditions regardless of the grounding type [35]. On the other hand, system grounding
has a significant effect on fault behavior in case of pole-to-ground faults [36]. Variations
in fault currents and voltages primarily depend on the grounding type, whether low- or
high-impedance grounding is used, as well as the number of grounding points through the
HVDC grid [37]. For instance, in the case of low-impedance grounding, pole-to-ground
faults cause large short-circuit currents and low voltage conditions similar to pole-to-pole
faults [37]. On the contrary, in the case of high-impedance grounding, DC faults result
in limited fault currents and large overvoltages on the healthy pole; thus, necessitating
additional insulation requirements. Therefore, it can be concluded that the grounding
configuration of HVDC grids not only affects the fault behavior but also has a substantial
impact on the selection of parameters and ratings of various grid equipment such as
the DCCBs.
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Figure 2. Positive-pole current during various stages of a DC fault.

Limiting the large currents and their high rate of rise during DC fault incidents is
crucial to restrict the impact of the resulting stresses on various grid components and
guarantee fault current interruption without exceeding switchgear ratings. The grounding
impedance is a potential solution to limit fault currents; however, there is a constraint on
its value to avoid undesirable overvoltages. Another practical solution is installing DC
reactors at both ends of each transmission line or cable segment within the HVDC grid.
Fault-limiting or smoothing reactors installed at the converter terminals can effectively
limit the fast rise of fault currents; therefore, they prolong the permissible fault clearing
time [38]. Furthermore, installing DC reactors enables dividing the HVDC grid into separate
protection zones to facilitate the identification of the faulted segment and thus ensuring
selectivity. This approach has been widely used in the literature to design HVDC grid
protection schemes, particularly single-ended schemes where communication channels are
not required [39].

The size of these reactors should be carefully selected since by increasing the reactor
size, dynamic stability issues arise with power flow reversal; thus, affecting the control of
converters. In addition, large reactors are more expensive and have larger footprints and
losses. The minimum reactor size that prevents the blocking of converters during DC fault
events can be estimated from the given formula in [38]:

Lmin
dc =

1
2

udc
∆I

tc −
1
3

Larm , (1)

where Lmin
dc is the minimum boundary inductance per pole, Larm is the MMC arm induc-

tance, and ∆I is the permissible current rise within the specified fault clearing time tc.

2.2. DC Fault Current Calculation

Fault calculations are significantly important to understand the fault phenomenon;
hence, selecting a proper fault detection and discrimination criterion such that reliable
and selective protection algorithms can be designed. Calculation of voltages and currents
associated with DC faults should be accurately performed to determine the ratings of vari-
ous grid components and precisely adjust the protective relay settings. Precise equivalent
models for HVDC grid converters have to be established to obtain an accurate assessment
of fault currents. A reduced RLC equivalent circuit model of half-bridge MMCs is pro-
posed in [40], which precisely describes the initial fault stage, i.e., capacitive discharge
stage. Therefore, it can be easily used to evaluate various protection algorithms, which are
capable of detecting DC faults in this stage, without increasing neither the computational
burden nor the simulation time compared to the case when detailed models are employed.
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This equivalent model, shown in Figure 3, has been extensively adopted due to its simplicity.
The parameters of the equivalent circuit can be calculated from (2)–(4) [41,42]:

Rarm

Larm

ua

ub

uc

SMN

SM1

SMN

SM1

SMN

SM1

SMN

SM1

SMN

SM1

P

N

+

_

udc

P

N

Req

Leq

Ceq

SMN

SM1

CSM

Figure 3. RLC equivalent circuit of a half-bridge MMC [40].

Req =
2
3
(Rarm + NSM Ron), (2)

Leq =
2
3

Larm, (3)

Ceq =
6 CSM
NSM

, (4)

where Req, Leq, and Ceq are the MMC equivalent resistance, inductance, and capacitance,
respectively. Rarm is the arm resistance. NSM is the number of submodules per arm. Ron is
the on-state resistance per submodule, namely, the on-resistance of each IGBT. In the case
of full-bridge MMCs, the same equivalent circuit can be adopted considering an on-state
resistance twice that of a half-bridge MMC, since two IGBT switches will be turned on
per submodule in this case [10]. However, by utilizing this model for full-bridge MMCs,
the accuracy of fault current calculations is reduced compared to half-bridge MMCs since
the impacts of the converter’s control response to the fault, which are inherently ignored
by this model, become significant in the case of full-bridge MMCs [43].

Several research studies in the literature have proposed various methods to calcu-
late fault currents with acceptable precision and minimum calculation burden. The re-
cently developed calculation approaches focus on analyzing large multi-terminal MMC-
HVDC grids [44–47]. The proposed calculation method in [44] depends on developing
the frequency-domain equivalent circuit of the grid during the fault; then, superposition
principle is utilized to calculate the fault current. The approach introduced in [45] relies on
calculating the prefault and during-fault frequency-domain bus impedance matrices of the
grid, then applying inverse Laplace transform to obtain the time-domain fault currents and
voltages. In [46], the proposed calculation method is based on modeling the grid with an
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equivalent RLC circuit using the companion circuit method. This method greatly reduces
the computational burden by converting the network dynamic differential equations into
simplified algebraic equations. The resultant circuit is solved by using its equivalent con-
ductance matrix. The approach introduced in [47] simplifies the grid equivalent circuit by
modeling the distant converter stations with constant current sources to reduce the grid
complexity. In addition, this method has the advantage of considering the mutual coupling
between positive and negative poles in the case of asymmetric bipolar grids.

Reference [48] introduces a comprehensive theoretical analysis of fault initiating
traveling waves in bipolar MMC-HVDC grids; in addition, detailed expressions describing
the grid dynamics are provided. Reference [49] proposes an analytical expression to
estimate the contribution of the grid capacitive components to the pole-to-ground fault
currents during the first stage of the fault. Moreover, Ref. [50] estimates the individual
pole-to-ground fault current contributions from various network components in addition
to investigating the parameters impacting these contributions.

2.3. DC Fault Clearing Philosophies

Designing a complete protection system for a multi-terminal HVDC grid requires
specifying the strategy used to clear DC faults. A fault clearing strategy (or philosophy) can
be defined as the approach taken by the protection system to clear DC faults [51]. According
to [52], fault clearing strategies can be classified into three main categories, namely, non-
selective, partially-selective, and fully-selective. Based on the desired protection system
requirements and the imposed grid constraints, an appropriate protection philosophy is
selected [52]. Accordingly, the necessary fault current interrupters are selected and the grid
protection zones are specified.

In non-selective fault clearing strategies, the entire HVDC grid is de-energized in
the case of DC fault events utilizing either AC circuit breakers (ACCBs) or fault-blocking
converters. Then, high-speed switches (HSSs) [53] installed at the ends of each line isolate
the faulted segment; therefore, permitting restoration of the remaining healthy portion of
the grid. In this strategy, the entire DC grid is considered as one protection zone, as shown in
Figure 4. Although there is no selectivity in this strategy, it has a reduced cost since the
installation of DCCBs, at line ends, is not required. However, this strategy is more suitable
for point-to-point configurations since the loss of the entire HVDC grid during faults will
impose severe stability issues.

Protection 

Zone

ACCB

HSS

Figure 4. Protection zone of a non-selective fault clearing strategy.

On the contrary, in fully-selective fault clearing strategies, only the faulted segment is
tripped without affecting the remaining healthy grid via installing DCCBs at both ends of
each segment. This strategy is the most reliable and selective choice for multi-terminal grids
since individual protection zones are specified for protecting the various grid components,
similar to AC protection systems, as shown in Figure 5. However, the high cost of the
required DCCBs is the main disadvantage of this strategy.
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Protection Zone

ACCB

DCCB

Figure 5. Line protection zones with a fully-selective fault clearing strategy.

A compromised solution is the partially-selective fault clearing strategy or the grid-
splitting strategy, where the entire grid is divided into two or more protection zones, called
subgrids, separated by interface DCCBs or DC/DC converters, as shown in Figure 6. A
fault within a subgrid results in its tripping via the interfacing equipment and ACCBs of the
faulted subgrid. Then, HSSs open to isolate the faulted segment, similar to the non-selective
philosophy, resulting in the rapid restoration of the healthy part of the isolated subgrid.

Protection 

Zone I 

(Subgrid 1)

ACCB

HSS

Protection 

Zone II 

(Subgrid 2)

Interface 

DCCB
DC/DC 

Converter
OR

Figure 6. Protection zones with a partially-selective fault clearing strategy.

DCCBs are the major components of fully-selective fault clearing strategies. DCCBs
comprise three parallel paths with coordinated conduction during fault events, namely,
the main conduction or load current path, the commutation or current-zero creation path,
and the energy absorption path [54], as shown in Figure 7. The main conduction path
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carries the normal load current, while the role of the commutation path is to transfer
the large fault current from the main conduction path into the energy absorption path.
The latter path primarily consists of surge arresters, such as metal-oxide varistors (MOVs),
that dissipate the fault energy, drive the fault current into zero, and protect DCCB compo-
nents against transient overvoltages [55]. There are three main types of DCCBs,
i.e., mechanical (Figure 8), solid-state (Figure 9), and hybrid (Figure 10). Typical mechanical
DCCBs can interrupt fault currents up to 16 kA within 10 ms [56], which is relatively slow.
On the other hand, solid-state DCCBs, where normal load current conduction and fault
current commutation are achieved by the same branch consisting of a series set of semicon-
ductor switches, can achieve an ultra-fast operation in the range of microseconds due to the
absence of mechanical moving parts. Nevertheless, the employed semiconductor switches
result in large on-state conduction losses. Hybrid DCCBs are the ultimate topologies that
combine the fast operation of solid-state breakers with the reduced conduction losses of
mechanical DCCBs. The main conduction path comprises an ultra-fast disconnector (UFD),
which provides instantaneous off-line isolation, and a load commutation switch (LCS),
which consists of a reduced set of series semiconductor switches with much lower on-state
conduction losses compared to solid-state breakers [57]. For example, in the Zhoushan
five-terminal HVDC project, the world’s first hybrid DCCBs are installed in 2016 with
an interruption capability of 15 kA and an operating time of 3 ms [58]. Moreover, in the
Zhangbei four-terminal HVDC project in China, 535 kV hybrid DCCBs are employed that
can interrupt fault currents up to 25 kA in less than 3 ms [59]. Mechanical DCCBs are
employed in the Nan’ao three-terminal HVDC project in China, commissioned in 2013,
which are capable of interrupting fault currents in the range of 9 kA within 5 ms [59].

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Conduction Path

Commutation Path

Energy Absorption Path

Fig.10 Generic DCCB layout [77]. 

 

𝒊𝒅𝒄 

DCCB 

Figure 7. Generic DCCB layout.

MOV

Mechanical Switch

Resonance Branch

MOV

Mechanical Switch

Resonance Branch

Thyristor 

Switch

DC Power 

Supply

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Typical mechanical DCCB topologies: (a) Passive-resonance [55]. (b) Active-resonance [56].
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MOV

Figure 9. IGBT-based solid-state DCCB [31].

MOVMOV

UFDResidual DC 

Current 

Breaker

Current 

Limiting 

Reactor

LCS

Main Breaker

Main Breaker Cell Main Breaker Cell

Figure 10. A hybrid DCCB [55].

2.4. HVDC Protection System Requirements

As HVDC systems expand from point-to-point interconnections to multi-terminal
grids, protection requirements become more stringent and challenging to be fulfilled.
The fundamental protection principles that must be satisfied for multi-terminal HVDC
protection schemes are [25,60,61]:

• Reliability: similar to the reliability requirements of AC systems, a reliable DC protec-
tion system should be dependable, i.e., operate correctly when required in case of all
intended faults, and secure, i.e., do not operate incorrectly in case of unintended faults
or normal operating conditions.

• Sensitivity: the protection algorithm should be sensitive to all internal fault events even
those with severe fault conditions such as solid close faults, remote faults,
and high-resistance faults.

• Selectivity: defined as the ability of the protection scheme to accurately identify the
faulted segment and distinguish between internal and external faults.

• Discrimination: the protection algorithm should be able to correctly distinguish be-
tween forward and reverse faults, identify the fault type (pole-to-pole or pole-to-
ground), and determine the faulty pole in case of pole-to-ground faults.

• Speed: the protection scheme should initiate a trip signal, in case of internal faults,
within a few milliseconds in order to prevent damages to converters’ semiconduc-
tor switches with limited overcurrent capabilities. Furthermore, fast fault tripping is
mandatory to ensure fault clearing before converters are blocked due to overcurrent
or undervoltage conditions; thus, avoiding any current contribution from the AC-side
towards the fault.

• Seamlessness: defined as the ability of the protection scheme to facilitate the stable and
secure operation of the remaining healthy portion of the grid after clearing the faulted
segment in the case of permanent faults. This requirement will be guaranteed if the
aforementioned requirements are properly satisfied.

• Restoration: defined as the ability of the employed control and protection system to
quickly restore the pre-fault stable operation of the system in case of temporary faults
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through either exploiting the fault-tolerant capabilities of fault-blocking converters or
utilizing appropriate reclosing strategies.

• Robustness: defined as the capability of the protection scheme to detect all fault
events in addition to distinguish them from other severe conditions under different
operating modes.

• Computational Burden: the proposed protection algorithm should detect the faults
with low computation requirements and a low sampling frequency in order to comply
with high speed requirements.

• Safety: the utilized protection system should provide a safe protective shield not only
for system components but also for personnel, besides ensuring public safety.

• Interoperability: defined as the adaptability of the protection scheme to coordinate
with other protection philosophies in the case of multi-vendor multi-terminal grids [62].
Multi-vendor protection interoperability is a crucial step to enable expanding the ex-
isting two-terminal links into multi-terminal grids built by multiple vendors; thereby
increasing the transmission system transfer capability and improving its reliability at a
lower cost [63–65]. Figure 11 summarizes these requirements.
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Figure 11. Protection requirements for HVDC grids.

3. HVDC Grid Protection Schemes

A large number of DC protection algorithms have been proposed in the literature with
various criteria and methodologies in order to achieve fast and selective fault detection.
A suitable protection algorithm should be able to meet the aforementioned protection
requirements in Section 2.4. In addition, it should be adaptable so that it can be applied to
various converter topologies and grid configurations. Figure 12 shows a detailed classifica-
tion of HVDC grid protection schemes. Protection schemes can be categorized into primary
and backup. Moreover, primary schemes can be further classified, based on the need for
remote-terminal information, into single- and double-ended schemes. Figure 12 shows the
various principles based on which single-ended and double-ended algorithms are formed.
This section discusses the fundamental differences between single- and double-end primary
protection schemes. In addition, an overview of the proposed backup protection algorithms
is presented.
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Figure 12. Classification of HVDC grid protection schemes.

3.1. Primary Protection Schemes

HVDC primary protection schemes can be classified into two major categories: double-
ended schemes (also called pilot, unit, or communication-based schemes) and single-ended
schemes (also called non-pilot, non-unit, or communication-less schemes). The former
group utilizes communication channels to exchange measurement data or signals between
boundary relays at both ends of each transmission line or cable segment based on which
trip or no-trip decisions will be made. On the contrary, for single-ended schemes, only local
measurements are required and there is no need for far-end data.

Double-ended schemes are inherently selective, even for severe fault conditions such
as high-resistance faults, since protection zones are formed between the boundary relays
without the need for DC limiting reactors [66]. However, their slow operation, due to
communication delays, is a major shortcoming that impedes their applicability as fast
primary protection schemes; yet they can be effectively utilized as backup schemes. Hence,
fast communication channels with adequate bandwidth, such as those provided by optical-
fiber cables, have to be employed to limit this delay, increase the reliability of these channels,
and enhance their immunity against noise such that unit protection schemes can be safely
utilized for primary protection [67]. Furthermore, synchronization between the exchanged
data should be carefully considered to avoid malfunctioning during normal operation or
external faults. A comprehensive survey that covers the recently proposed unit protection
schemes for VSC-HVDC grids will be presented in Section 4.

As compared to double-ended protection schemes, single-ended schemes are more eco-
nomical (no need for communication channels) and faster (no communication delays) [68].
However, their level of selectivity is deteriorated particularly in the event of high-resistance
faults [69]. Therefore, DC reactors, installed at both ends of each segment, are necessary
to divide the entire grid into individual protection zones such that internal and external
faults can be reliably discriminated. Moreover, precise and noise-free local measurements
are necessary to guarantee the secure operation of such schemes. The various non-unit
protection schemes and their principles will be discussed in Section 5.

3.2. Backup Protection Schemes

Backup protection schemes are not required to be as fast as primary protection schemes.
Therefore, double-ended schemes can be employed to provide selective and reliable backup
protection. Backup protection is essential to ensure power system protection in case of
primary protection failure (due to relay or breaker failure). Several proposed single-ended
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primary protection schemes have been augmented with double-ended backup criteria
based on, e.g., the rate of change of voltage (ROCOV) at line terminals [70,71], the polarities
of current variation at line terminals [72], and the boundary reactor voltage [73].

Other backup protection schemes have been proposed in the literature. For example,
the algorithm introduced in [74] provides rapid backup protection to detect both local and
remote breaker failures based on double-ended voltage and current measurements. In [75],
a single-ended backup protection algorithm is proposed that discriminates between relay
and breaker failures employing classifiers that are trained based on the K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) approach using voltage and current measurements of the local breaker during
the interruption process. In [76], a double-ended backup scheme is proposed based on
detecting the direction of the reactive energy flow at both ends of the line, which is extracted
by Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT), in order to discriminate between internal and external
faults. The pilot backup protection algorithm investigated in [77] is based on extracting
the frequency characteristics of the DC filter output current by Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) to estimate the specific frequency current values that are utilized to distinguish
between internal and external faults. Finally, Ref. [78] proposes a unit backup protection
scheme based on Wavelet Packet Energy Entropy (WPEE) of the transient fault currents
at line terminals to provide reliable and selective backup detection of high-resistance
pole-to-ground faults.

Comparing the aforementioned backup schemes, the single-ended scheme proposed
in [75] has the minimum cost since it does not require communication channels, yet remote
relay and breaker failures are not considered. In terms of speed, the proposed schemes
in [74,75,78] have the minimum delay between the detection instant of the primary protec-
tion failure and the backup protection operation since primary protection failure is detected
as early as possible by tracking the voltage and current variations during the primary
breaker operation such that uncleared faults are rapidly detected. The proposed scheme
in [77] has the lowest speed with an operating time up to 145 ms.

4. Double-Ended Schemes

Double-ended schemes can be categorized according to the exchanged information
into two major groups, i.e., differential and directional. Differential schemes, similar
to AC differential protection schemes, depend on exchanging information such as fault
current measurements. Thus, they require high bandwidth communication channels and
synchronized exchanged data. Aiming to enhance the speed of double-ended schemes,
reduce the communication channel loading, and loosen the stringent synchronization
requirements, logic (binary) data, representing the orientations or polarities of measurement
quantities or specific extracted features from the measurements, are exchanged between
the two ends of the protection zone in case of directional schemes such that selective,
reliable, and fast unit protection algorithms with limited communication capacity are
realized [79,80].

4.1. Differential Protection Schemes

Similar to AC differential protection schemes, DC differential schemes employ oper-
ating and restraining signals that are calculated based on the difference between and the
average of boundary measurements, respectively. For instance, the principle of operation
of current differential schemes is such that during normal operation or external faults, since
measured currents at both ends of the protection zone have the same direction and approx-
imately the same magnitudes, the differential current approaches zero. On the contrary,
in the case of internal faults, the differential current will reach larger values. Therefore,
by comparing the differential current with a non-zero threshold, to compensate for stray
capacitive currents and other measurement errors, a reliable and selective fault indicator
is achieved [81]. For example, current measurement information is exchanged between
the two ends of the protection zone in the differential scheme introduced in [81], where
the positive and negative pole currents at both ends of each segment are denoised using
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Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Then, their extracted energy contents are employed to
form the operating and restraining signals of the proposed criterion. The ratios between the
operating and restraining signals of each line are utilized to discriminate between internal
and external faults and identify the faulty pole. The large data window (1000 samples)
is required in this algorithm, which is continuously processed, and the heavy wavelet
computations significantly delay the fault detection process.

In [82], fault-tolerant inductor-capacitor-inductor (LCL) VSCs, which can greatly limit
fault currents for extended periods, are employed along with mechanical DCCBs such
that a low-speed, yet highly-reliable and highly-selective protection system is realized
based on a current differential protection criterion. However, the large operating time
of the proposed algorithm (30–60 ms) may adversely impact the stability, security, and
supply continuity of the overall transmission network. A similar scheme is proposed in [83]
but with full-bridge MMCs exploiting their distinctive fault-handling capabilities such that
slower and more cost-effective mechanical DCCBs with smaller ratings can be utilized.
However, the enhanced control of these converters can substitute the need for DCCBs; thus,
achieving improved speed at a much lower cost.

A fast differential algorithm has been recently proposed in [84] which realizes a
compromise between selectivity and speed. Transmission lines are modeled by the approx-
imated Bergeron model based on which the 1-mode components of the measured currents
at boundary relays are rapidly computed. Then, their differential component is utilized to
detect internal fault events. Although the Bergeron line model strengthens the immunity
of the proposed scheme against malfunctioning during system disturbances and external
faults, its precision needs further investigation considering the line distributed capacitances.
A similar approach was proposed in [85], but applied only to point-to-point configurations.
The backward traveling wave-based differential algorithm proposed in [86] utilizes Marti’s
frequency-dependent line model to exploit the implicit fault-transient high-frequency
components. It can precisely detect and discriminate various DC faults, including faults
that involve the metallic return path in asymmetric bipolar configurations, without using
computationally intensive signal processing approaches. A voltage differential protec-
tion criterion is proposed in [87] based on the calculated differential-mode components
considering the impact of the line frequency-dependent parameters. The improved algo-
rithm does not require data synchronization for its effective operation since it can detect
out-of-synchronization events and then resynchronize the mismatched information.

In summary, the common ground of the above differential protection schemes is that
accurate, synchronized, and denoised current or voltage measurements have to be ex-
changed through an efficient communication medium to guarantee their reliable operation.
In addition, the speed of the proposed algorithms does not necessarily comply with the
stringent speed requirements recently imposed for multi-terminal HVDC grids [63].

4.2. Directional Protection Schemes

Compared to differential schemes, directional algorithms result in faster double-ended
protection schemes that require communication channels with limited capacity. They vary
based on the exchanged pilot signals, e.g., the directions of fault current measurements,
the polarities of reactor voltages, and the signs of traveling waves transient energies.
This section discusses various types of the proposed directional protection schemes.

4.2.1. Fault Current Direction

Digital signals that represent the direction of fault currents at the remote terminal
can be utilized as pilot signals alongside local measurements for selective fault detection.
Similar to AC systems, the developed scheme may be a tripping scheme (where the local
tripping command will be initiated only if a fault confirmation signal is received from the
remote end) or a blocking scheme (where the local tripping command will be initiated if a
blocking signal from the remote end is not received). A tripping scheme is proposed in [88]
based on exchanging the sign of fault current directions. It is concluded that an internal
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fault is detected if the two terminal currents have the same sign, whereas opposite signs
indicate an external fault. In [89], orientations of the transient fault currents at line ends are
determined by the Wavelet Transform Modulus Maximum (WTMM) technique; then, they
are communicated and compared with each other based on which internal and external
faults are identified. However, the required large sampling frequency of 100 kHz increases
the computational burden of this algorithm.

4.2.2. Boundary Reactor-Based Pilot Signals

Although DC boundary reactors are not required with double-ended schemes for
grid segmentation, they may be utilized as current limiters to reduce the sharp rise of
the fault current. In [90], the polarities of the boundary reactor voltages at both line ends
are exchanged and compared to decide whether the detected fault is internal (positive
polarities) or external (opposite polarities). In addition, the faulty pole is identified by
integrating the reactor voltage over a data window to eliminate the coupling effect between
the faulty and healthy poles. Likewise, transient properties of boundary reactor voltages
are extracted by Wavelet transform in [91] based on which a pilot discrimination criterion
is proposed.

4.2.3. Traveling Wave-Based Pilot Signals

During DC faults, traveling waves are initiated at the fault point, then propagate in
both directions along the faulted segment until reaching the boundary terminals where
one part of these waves is refracted into the healthy part of the grid and the other part
is reflected into the faulted segment, and so forth [92]. Traveling wave-based algorithms
are widely used to design unit and non-unit protection schemes. The permissive scheme
designed in [79] classifies forward and reverse faults via calculating the energy content
ratio of the fault incident backward wave over the reflected forward wave at boundary
relays. Then, a permissive (or blocking) signal is sent to the other end to initiate (or prevent)
the tripping signal of local DCCBs in case of forward (or reverse) faults.

To decrease communication delays and traveling wave attenuations in case of long
cables, Reference [93] proposes a protection algorithm that utilizes multiple intelligent
sensors located at cable joints and along the entire cable length. The proposed algorithm
is based on a directional comparison criterion where a trip signal is initiated if two con-
secutive sensors detect a forward fault. Moreover, proactive (or two-stage) DCCBs [54],
which discard the initial trip signal if the fault is not confirmed before the breaker opens,
are employed to further reduce the total fault detection and clearing time. Therefore,
the algorithm speed and security are greatly improved. However, the main deficiency of
this scheme is the increased cost of the additional sensors.

Another pilot scheme is proposed in [94] based on comparing the orientations of
transient energies (TEs) computed from the initial fault voltage traveling waves at both
cable ends. The proposed algorithm effectively discriminates between internal (both TEs
are negative) and external (one or two TEs are positive) faults. It also identifies the faulty
pole based on the ratio between the computed TEs of positive and negative poles of the
faulted segment. In addition, it estimates the fault location based on detecting the initial
voltage surge arrival instants at both cable terminals, which are extracted by Stationary
Wavelet Transform (SWT). However, the reliable performance of the proposed scheme
requires substantial sampling frequency (1 MHz), which increases the computational
burden. A similar algorithm based on TE is proposed in [95], where the propagation of
current traveling waves and voltage measurements at boundary relays are used to estimate
the TE values such that forward and backward faults are distinguished and the faulty
pole is rapidly identified. In [96], the transient fault current increments in addition to
their polarities at both line ends are evaluated and employed to discriminate between
internal (opposite polarities) and external (same polarities) faults and precisely estimate the
fault distance.
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In [97,98], the phase-mode transformation is applied to bipolar DC cables resulting
in six decomposed current and voltage components based on which multiple protection
criteria are obtained. In [97], the high-frequency contents of the sixth mode current compo-
nents are extracted employing the S-transform (which combines the advantages of Fourier
and wavelet transforms). The proposed detection criterion is based on detecting the abrupt
changes in the extracted high-frequency contents, while the fault discrimination criterion
depends on comparing their polarities at cable ends. Finally, the extracted zero-frequency
components are utilized to avoid malfunctioning in case of disturbances. Likewise,
the proposed scheme in [98] utilizes the phase-mode transformation decoupling approach,
applied to the forward and backward initial fault current traveling waves at cable ends,
to calculate the fifth and sixth mode current components. Then, SWT is employed to
estimate their amplitudes and polarities in order to be adopted in the fault discrimination
and faulty-pole selection criteria.

4.2.4. Harmonic Current-Based Pilot Schemes

In such schemes, converters’ harmonic currents at line terminals are extracted and
analyzed to identify internal and external faults. In [99], first carrier frequency harmonic
(FCFH) currents are extracted by DFT at cable ends. Based on their magnitudes during
a certain window length, the protection units at both terminals detect internal faults and
distinguish them from external faults. The proposed algorithm was only applied to point-
to-point configurations and did not consider high-resistance faults. A similar, yet improved
scheme is proposed in [100] based on FCFH currents extracted by HHT, which has several
advantages over Fourier and wavelet transforms in terms of instantaneous frequency
detection precision in the time domain. Furthermore, compared with the previous scheme,
the algorithm was evaluated in a multi-terminal grid rather than a simple point-to-point
configuration; besides, a larger range of fault resistances was tested. It is worth mentioning
that harmonic-based schemes require high computation capacity and they are easily affected
by noise and disturbances. Therefore, their sensitivity and selectivity may be endangered
under particular fault scenarios.

4.2.5. Special Methodologies for Pilot Schemes

Recently, new mathematical approaches, which require lower computation capac-
ity compared with conventional methods, are exploited to design fast and effective DC
protection schemes. Morphological gradient theory is employed in [101] to develop the
Multi-resolution Morphological Gradient (MMG) algorithm, which efficiently extracts the
desired waveform information even during the loss of communication. In [101], MMG,
which eliminates the errors resulting from data-synchronization mismatches, is applied
to the line-mode voltage traveling waves. The proposed scheme discriminates between
internal and external faults by estimating the correlation coefficient between the MMGs
of line-mode voltage traveling waves at line terminals (the forward wave at one end and
the backward wave at the other end). Finally, faulty pole identification is achieved based
on calculating the ratio of MMG for the positive pole over that of the negative pole of the
faulted segment. However, the operating time of this algorithm (5 ms) needs to be reduced
to comply with the recent DC protection system speed requirements.

Cosine distance criterion is another recent approach proposed in [102]. This criterion
is based on comparing the orientations of the reference internal fault voltages and cur-
rents with the corresponding orientations of the actual superimposed fault quantities via
calculating the cosine distance function. Protection algorithms based on the Hausdorff
Distance (HD) approach are proposed in [66,103]. The HD between two nonempty sets
can be mathematically defined as the maximum distance of a set to the nearest point in
the other set. The proposed methods in [66,103] provide major advantages in terms of
noise-tolerance capability and elimination of the compulsory data synchronization require-
ment. The fundamental principle proposed in both algorithms is based on evaluating the
degree of similarity, via HD theory, between the initial fault voltage backward and forward
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traveling waves at line terminals (the forward wave at one terminal and the backward
wave at the other terminal) to detect and discriminate between internal and external faults.
Moreover, the faulty pole is identified in [103] based on the ratio of the transient energy
of the positive pole over its counterpart of the negative pole. However, due to the rel-
atively low speed of this scheme, it can be employed for backup protection rather than
primary protection.

4.3. Comparison between Double-Ended Schemes

Table 4 presents a summarized comparison among a selected set of the reviewed
schemes. The comparison is based on various aspects such as the exchanged data, math-
ematical approach, sampling frequency, and data window length based on which the
algorithm can make decisions. Furthermore, the configuration of test grids and the con-
verter technologies employed to evaluate the proposed schemes are provided. Moreover,
the speed of the algorithms and their fault resistance coverage, beyond which the selec-
tive and reliable performance of the proposed algorithms will no longer be guaranteed,
are compared. It is worth noting that the reported operation times of the algorithms depend
on the propagation speed of the traveling waves and the communication time delay, which
depends on the employed communication medium and the lengths of the overhead lines
and/or cables within the test grid.

Based on Table 4, it is evident that differential schemes are generally slower than di-
rectional schemes. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the fastest differential algorithm
is the one reported in [84] with an operating time of 7.5 ms, given that the longest transmis-
sion line within the test grid has a length of 800 km. However, this operating time is still
large considering the recent protection system speed requirements. Furthermore, stringent
synchronization requirements are mandatory to accurately estimate the differential current
and avoid relay maloperation during severe external faults. On the contrary, directional
schemes have shorter operating times, as they only require the exchange of binary signals
with less stringent synchronization requirements. The minimum operating time of the
reviewed directional schemes is 2.57 ms, which is reported in [94], given that the longest
cable within the test grid is 200 km long. In addition, the fault resistance coverage of this
scheme is 150 Ω, which is relatively small compared with other unit protection schemes.
The largest fault resistance coverage is 1000 Ω, which is achieved by the proposed direc-
tional schemes in [93,101–103], while the lowest coverage is 100 Ω, as reported in [88,99].

Compared with differential schemes, directional schemes usually require a large
sampling frequency and a high computation capacity. The directional scheme proposed
in [94] has the largest sampling frequency of 1 MHz. In contrast, the lowest sampling
frequency is 2 kHz, as reported in [88]; however, the fault resistance coverage of this
algorithm is small and it is slow.

In summary, it can be concluded that communication-based schemes can attain a
high level of selectivity since the multi-terminal grid is divided into separate protection
zones at the boundary points where the information is exchanged; thus, the faulted seg-
ment can be reliably identified. Furthermore, recently proposed pilot schemes can com-
ply with protection system speed requirements, particularly with short distances up to
200 km [94,102]; consequently, these algorithms can provide primary and backup protec-
tion. However, with longer transmission lines/cables and the imposed synchronization
requirements, their utilization will be merely restricted to backup protection. Fiber-optic
links are typically utilized by the reported schemes as the communication medium for
exchanging data between boundary relays due to their high reliability and immunity
against communication failures and erroneous data transmission. In addition, their large
bandwidth facilitates the transmission of a large amount of data. Moreover, they are robust
against electromagnetic interferences.
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Table 4. Comparison among various communication-based protection schemes.

Ref. (Year)
(Category) Exchanged Data Mathematical

Analysis Tool

Algorithm
Triggering
Criterion

Sampling
Frequency (kHz)

Window Length
(Number of

Samples)

Tested Grid
Configuration

Converter
Topology

Fault Resistance
Coverage

Operation Time
(ms)

[81] (2016)
(differential)

Current
measurements DWT High-frequency

transients 100 1000 Three-terminal
star-connected

Three-level
NPC-VSC 300 Ω 10

[82] (2015)
(differential)

Current
measurements

Direct data
processing

Differential
current 10 Instantaneous

measures
Four-terminal
meshed grid

Two-level
LCL-VSC N/A 30–60

[83] (2018)
(differential)

Current
measurements

Direct data
processing

Differential
current N/A Instantaneous

measures CIGRE test grid Full-bridge MMC 400 Ω 20

[84] (2021)
(differential)

Current
measurements

Phase modal
transformation

Differential
current (1-mode) 10 Instantaneous

measures
Three-terminal
star-connected

LCC/MMC
(hybrid) 500 Ω 7.5

[88] (2013)
(directional) Current polarity Direct data

processing
Current direction

change 2 10 point-to-point Two-level VSC 100 Ω 10

[90] (2019)
(directional)

Reactor voltage
polarity

Phase modal
transformation

Reactor voltage
gradient 50 25 Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 400 Ω 3

[89] (2018)
(directional)

Fault current
direction WTMM Same as the main

algorithm 100 Instantaneous
measures

Four-terminal
meshed grid Two-level VSC 300 Ω 3

[93] (2018)
(directional)

Fault current
direction

Direct data
processing

Voltage/current
variations N/A Instantaneous

measures
Four-terminal
meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 1000 Ω 5

[94] (2018)
(directional) TE polarity Integration of

wave power
Abrupt voltage

variations 1000 500 Four-terminal
meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 150 Ω 2.57

[96] (2021)
(directional) Current polarity Direct data

processing
Abrupt current

variations 20 Instantaneous
measures Point-to-point Half-bridge MMC 300 Ω N/A

[99] (2014)
(directional)

FCFH current
detection flag DFT Same as the main

algorithm N/A 27 Point-to-point Two-level VSC 100 Ω N/A

[100] (2019)
(directional)

FCFH current
detection flag HHT Same as the main

algorithm 100 512 CIGRE test grid
Two-level/three-

level
VSC

500 Ω N/A

[101] (2021)
(directional) Line mode voltage MMG MMG value 10 31 Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 1000 Ω 5

[102] (2021)
(directional)

Fault detection
signal

Cosine distance
function

Same as the main
algorithm 5 10 Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 1000 Ω 3

[103] (2021)
(directional)

Forward and
backward voltage

waves

Improved HD
hypothesis

Instantaneous
frequency

obtained from
HHT

20 40 Four-terminal
meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 1000 Ω 7.22
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5. Single-Ended Schemes

Double-ended schemes are mostly slow due to the inevitable communication delays,
which become longer as the transmission line or cable length increases. Furthermore,
various errors in the exchanged data may occur due to noise and loss of synchronization.
Consequently, unit schemes are practically recommended to provide reliable backup pro-
tection. Non-unit protection algorithms, which depend merely on local measurements, are
required to provide fast primary protection. The main challenge that hinders the design of
single-ended schemes is achieving high selectivity, especially in the case of remote faults
with large resistances. Furthermore, to guarantee high accuracy, a large sampling frequency
is commonly required, which increases the algorithm’s computational burden. Additionally,
attenuation of traveling waves associated with long transmission lines should be carefully
considered to avoid the maloperation of the designed algorithms [104]. Various approaches
and methodologies have been proposed to design selective, sensitive, and reliable non-unit
protection schemes that will be reviewed in this section.

5.1. Voltage Derivative-Based Schemes

One of the earliest approaches that has been adopted to design non-unit protection
schemes is based on the continuous computation of the ROCOV values based on local
voltage measurements. Since DC faults are accompanied by a rapid voltage decline,
the ROCOV value can be exploited to detect fault events. However, these schemes re-
quire large sampling frequencies to accurately calculate the ROCOV value. Additionally,
their selectivity is endangered in case of high-resistance faults. For instance, the proposed
scheme in [105] depends on the local line-side reactor voltage measurements to estimate
the ROCOV value that is compared to a pre-adjusted threshold for DC fault detection
and localization. A comparable scheme is proposed in [106], which is equipped with an
additional overcurrent criterion to increase the fault resistance coverage.

The authors of [70,71] have further improved the selectivity, reliability, and fault resis-
tance coverage of the ROCOV scheme by proposing an extra directional feature based on
the ratio of ROCOV values measured at both sides of the boundary reactors. In addition,
the proposed scheme is augmented with a directional comparison ROCOV-based criterion
to selectively detect high-resistance faults. This directional criterion has been further im-
proved in bipolar grids with a metallic return path via inserting small reactors at the return
conductor ends in [71]. In [107], a double-stage scheme is proposed. In the first stage, fault
is detected based on undervoltage criterion, while the second stage is the discrimination
stage based on an undervoltage and voltage derivative criterion to discriminate between
internal and external forward faults as well as a current derivative criterion to identify
forward faults from reverse faults. Furthermore, the concept of applying a reduced grid
model to accurately determine the algorithm thresholds is introduced.

5.2. Current Derivative-Based Schemes

Analogous to voltage derivative-based schemes, current derivative-based schemes
have been proposed, in which the instantaneous increase of fault current and the rate
of change of current (ROCOC) are utilized to detect fault events. The ROCOC can be
integrated with other criterion to develop selective algorithms and improve the algorithm
reliability and immunity against maloperations. In [108], five ROCOC indices are calculated
based on which various faults are detected (including faults that involve the metallic return
conductor in asymmetric bipolar configurations) and the faulty pole is identified as well.
Another ROCOC-based scheme is proposed in [109], which provides both primary and
backup protection for multi-terminal HVDC grids. In [109], a statistical Bayesian classifier
is adopted to select the necessary thresholds and establish a proper time-coordination
between primary and backup relays.
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5.3. Transient Schemes Based on Voltage and Current Measurements

DC fault events are associated with a abrupt increase in the fault current and sudden
dips in the voltage. Therefore, direct measurements of local voltages and currents can pro-
vide fault indicators and can be employed in the design of rapid fault detection algorithms.
It is worth noting that reliable voltage and current measurement devices with a high band-
width should be utilized in order to provide precise and noise-free measurements based
on which correct decisions can be made by the proposed algorithms [110]. For instance, a
transient-based protection scheme applicable to MMC-HVDC grids with unidirectional
solid-state DCCBs is proposed in [111] based on three criteria, i.e., overcurrent, undervolt-
age, and ROCOC. In [21], the proposed criterion depends on transient voltage measure-
ments at both sides of the terminal reactors. In [21], the ratio of the transient voltages (ROTV)
at reactor ends is used to distinguish between internal and external faults. In [112], fault
detection and identification (FDI) units are arranged at each bus to promptly detect faults,
discriminate between bus and line faults, and selectively identify the faulted line or busbar
based on local transient current measurements. A similar scheme is proposed in [113].
A general analytical criterion for threshold estimation is proposed in [104], which is capable
of determining transient voltage-based algorithms’ thresholds in a systematic way and
without requiring extensive simulations.

The non-unit differential criterion established in [114] depends on transient current
measurements obtained from distributed fiber-optic current sensors along the protected
lines in order to precisely identify the faulted segment. The proposed local differential
criterion in [115] detects and discriminates between internal and external faults after
computing the ratio between the transverse differential (cross difference) currents and the
sum of the locally-measured fault currents of both positive and negative poles. Although the
proposed scheme cannot be directly applied as a stand-alone primary protection algorithm,
it can be utilized as either auxiliary primary protection or backup protection. In [116],
the proposed criterion depends on cable sheath voltage measurement, which is typically
zero during normal operation while having a non-zero value during the fault. Furthermore,
in [116], the amplitude and polarity of the measured sheath voltage are utilized to identify
the faulted segment and determine the faulty pole. In [117], the rate of change of the
current-to-voltage ratio, i.e., conductance derivative of the local transient voltage and
current measurements, is employed to detect fault events. The proposed scheme in [118]
utilizes the transient fault voltage measurements to estimate the first peak time (FPT), which
represents the time duration between the sudden voltage decline instant and when the first
peak is detected in the filtered voltage waveform, based on which the protection criterion
is established. In [119], the change in the average voltage of positive and negative poles is
employed to selectively detect various fault events. However, the employed measurement
data window length is large (5 ms).

In [120], the magnitudes and derivatives of the common-mode (CM) and differential-
mode (DM) components of the local fault current are extracted based on modulus decom-
position transformation. Then, the extracted values are projected on a protection phase
plane, which is divided into fault regions according to the fault type. Consequently, internal
faults can be detected and discriminated from external faults, and the faulted pole can
be identified as well. The proposed scheme in [121] utilizes the local fault voltage and
current measurements to estimate three independent fault indicators, i.e., pole-current
variations, pole-to-earth voltage variations, and converter neutral current variations, based
on which different faults can be detected. In [122,123], initial fault currents are analyzed
and calculated by proposing a transient high-frequency equivalent model for the employed
meshed grid. Next, a fault detection and discrimination criterion is proposed based on
estimating the transient energy of the superimposed high-frequency components of the
local current measurements [122]. In [123], the derived current expressions during the
initial fault stage are used to detect and discriminate between internal and external faults.
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5.4. Boundary Reactor-Based Schemes

As previously highlighted in Section 2.1, DC reactors are installed at both ends of the
transmission line or cable segments in HVDC grids not only to limit the sharp increase of
fault currents but also to divide the grid into separate protection zones. Various protection
schemes based on boundary reactor measurements have been proposed in the literature.
In [72], the estimated value of the limiting reactor power is utilized to detect and discrimi-
nate between internal and external faults. However, the proposed scheme is not reliable in
detecting high-resistance faults. Therefore, an auxiliary pilot backup criterion is developed
for such faults. In [73], the proposed criterion depends on voltage measurements across
the boundary reactors to detect and discriminate various faults and identify the faulty
pole. Depending on the rate of change of the reactor voltage measurements, the proposed
scheme in [124] detects fault events. Besides, internal faults are discriminated from external
faults depending on the voltage polarities and amplitudes of the reactors that are connected
to the same bus. However, in [124], only pole-to-pole faults are tested without providing a
faulty-pole identification criterion. In [125], the proposed algorithm detects DC faults by
calculating the difference between the ratios of the root mean square values of transient
voltages (DTVRs) at both sides of the boundary reactor. Moreover, the faulted pole is
identified by calculating the instantaneous zero-sequence voltage (IZSV) at the converter
AC-side. The concept of asymmetric pole inductors has been recently proposed in [126],
where the value of the DC reactor installed at the positive pole is different from that of the
negative pole. The difference between the inductor voltages of the two poles is utilized as
the fault detection criterion. However, this scheme is incapable of detecting unsymmetrical
DC faults, i.e., pole-to-ground faults.

5.5. Traveling Wave-Based Schemes

Similar to double-ended schemes, traveling wave propagation theory has been widely
applied in the design of single-ended schemes. In such schemes, fault-induced traveling
waves are detected and their high-frequency contents and arrival instants are extracted by
utilizing various signal processing tools based on which DC faults are detected. However,
the impacts of the superimposed noises and wave attenuations in case of long distances
should be minimized to guarantee the reliable performance of these protection schemes.
For example, DWT applied to local fault voltage traveling waves is exploited in [127] to
identify the faulted segment. In [128], DWT is applied to local fault current measurements
to design the protection criterion, where the fault discrimination is achieved by detecting
the high-frequency components that exist during internal faults. In case of external faults,
these components are attenuated due to the shunt capacitors installed at the grid tie
buses and the stray capacitances at each bus. The proposed discrimination criterion
employs the ratio of the high- to low-frequency transient energies to distinguish between
internal and external faults. However, the proposed scheme lacks generalization since it
is tested in a special grid structure that contains tie buses. In [129], DWT is applied to
local voltage measurements to detect various faults where the faulted line is identified
based on integrating the square of the transient voltage, i.e., transient energy. Moreover,
the faulted pole is discriminated based on tracking the change of the positive and negative
poles’ transient voltages. The proposed scheme in [130] locally extracts the distinctive
frequency contents of the first incident traveling wave of the fault current utilizing DWT
to distinguish between internal and external faults. In [131], DWT is used to extract the
high-frequency components of the line-mode voltages and currents of the fault induced
forward and backward traveling waves to discriminate between forward and reverse faults.

A multi-criteria wavelet-based scheme is proposed in [22], where the proposed al-
gorithm utilizes two out of three criteria (voltage wavelet coefficients, current wavelet
coefficients, and local voltage magnitude and derivative) to reliably detect various faults.
Moreover, each criterion consists of a fault detection stage based on voltage and current
measurements and a fault localization stage based on the comparison between the wavelet
coefficients of each cable within the grid. The proposed scheme in [132] is based on ex-
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tracting the dominant frequency component of the local current measurements using the
multiple signal classification (MUSIC) approach. Furthermore, transient wave energy
calculated by wavelet transform is utilized to discriminate between far-end internal and
external faults, while WTMM is applied to identify the faulty pole. In [133], the proposed
fault detection and discrimination criterion is based on the Synchrosqueezing Wavelet
Transform (SWT) applied to the measured voltage signals across the boundary reactors.

Fourier transform is employed in [23] to extract the high-frequency components of
the local current measurements, which have different features in the case of internal and
external faults. In [134], the high-frequency content extraction is performed by Short
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) applied to local fault current measurements to develop a
frequency-domain-based relaying algorithm. Moreover, a time-domain-based detection
criterion is proposed based on estimating the correlation degree between the DC link
capacitor discharge current and the local fault current. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is
employed in the protective scheme proposed in [135]. In [136], the orientations and the
high-frequency content of the initial fault current traveling wave extracted by FFT are
utilized to construct the fault detection and identification criteria. However, the proposed
method requires a large sampling frequency and high computation capacity.

Recently, HHT has been used in several protection schemes due to its capability
of extracting instantaneous features with a physical meaning in the time-domain [137].
For instance, in [138], the average frequency of the transient voltage signal is estimated
by HHT and the marginal Hilbert spectrum (MHS). Then, the estimated value is com-
pared with a predefined distance-frequency curve to assess the fault location. However,
this scheme requires extensive calculations to find the distance-frequency curve for each
segment within the grid. In addition, the selectivity of this scheme is examined only for
low-resistance (1 Ω) faults. In [139], the instantaneous energy density, estimated by HHT,
is selected as the fault detection criterion. However, the frequency band, within which
the density level is estimated, depends on the operating point of the system. Moreover,
the fault resistance coverage of this scheme is relatively small (50 Ω).

In [140], a protection algorithm is proposed based on the zero- and line-mode com-
ponents of the fault backward traveling waves extracted by Phase-Modal Transformation
(PMT). Similarly, PMT is employed in [141], where internal faults are detected by using the
line-mode components of the boundary reactor voltage and the faulty pole is identified
based on the zero-mode components. In [142], likewise, a PMT-based algorithm is proposed,
which uses two criteria to detect fault events: (1) the derivative of the line-mode forward
traveling wave and (2) a directional criterion based on the surge arrival time difference
(SATD) between the line-mode components of backward and forward traveling waves.
In [143], depending on the local fault voltage and current measurements, a parametric
model is developed, which extracts the transients of the fault voltage and current travel-
ing waves to detect various fault events based on an the iterative maximum-likelihood
(ML) approach.

5.6. Distance Protection-Based Schemes

Distance protection concept is adopted in [144,145]. In [144,145], the accurate frequency-
dependent line model is employed. Based on the local voltage and current measurements,
the fault distance is precisely estimated by solving a set of line differential equations.
A similar approach is proposed in [146], where the lumped π-model of the line is utilized.
The probe capacitors are inserted at the DC-side of each grid terminal in [147]; then, based
on the estimated resonance frequency (by least-squares technique) between the added
capacitors and grid inductances, internal and external faults are distinguished. Finally,
in [148], a distance algorithm is proposed based on estimating the equivalent capacitance
voltages (ECV) of half-bridge MMCs and tracing their polarity.
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5.7. Artificial Intelligence-Based Schemes

Various artificial neural network (ANN)-based protection schemes have been pro-
posed, which benefit from intelligent fault detectors and classifiers. In [149], an ANN-based
scheme depending on local fault current measurements is proposed. However, this scheme
has a long operating time of 5 ms. The proposed scheme in [150] uses a feed-forward ANN
to extract the energy involved in the current signal spectrum at two distinct frequency
bands for fault detection. In [151], wavelet transform along with Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) are applied to the local current measurements to extract distinctive features,
which are utilized as inputs to a Genetic Fuzzy System (GFS) to discriminate between inter-
nal and external faults. Furthermore, in [152], an artificial intelligence-based discrimination
criterion is proposed based on the fault induced initial traveling wave propagation features
extracted by a convolutional neural network (CNN). It is worth mentioning that artificial
intelligence-based schemes require high computation capacity, exhaustive simulations,
and large data sets to train the algorithms.

5.8. Special Non-Unit Schemes

Recently, various mathematical approaches have been used to design efficient single-
ended protection algorithms. The authors of [153] have developed a non-unit protective
scheme based on the Morphological Gradient (MG) theory. In [153], the MG theory is
used to extract the amplitude and the arrival instant of the initial fault wavefront of
the local voltage to detect fault events. In [154], this scheme is modified based on the
multiplication of the estimated second-level MG values of the line-mode components of
the fault voltage and current traveling waves. The proposed scheme in [155] depends on
detecting the sudden changes of the transients associated with the local fault voltage and
current traveling waves using the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) statistical approach.

In [156,157], the Levenberg-Marquart (LM) curve fitting technique is applied to the
zero-mode component of the first incident traveling wave of the measured fault current
to extract the index coefficients, which are utilized to distinguish internal from external
faults. A similar scheme is developed in [158], where the fault resistance and location are
respectively estimated based on the magnitude and the distortion degree of the incident
fault current traveling wave. Moreover, in [158], the effect of the fault resistance is elim-
inated by utilizing adaptive thresholds, which are adjusted based on the extracted fault
information from a curve fitting criterion. Although the proposed scheme can reliably
identify pole-to-ground faults with large fault resistances, it fails to detect pole-to-pole
faults. Furthermore, it requires a large sampling frequency and a large computation capac-
ity. Finally, a recent algorithm is proposed in [159] based on the statistical random matrix
theory (RMT) applied to local current measurements. This algorithm detects faults with a
large range of resistances.

5.9. Bus Protection Schemes

Protection schemes are required to reliably detect bus faults and discriminate them
from line faults. Bus faults will result in tripping not only the associated converter station
but also all the connected lines. Therefore, bus protection algorithms must not maloperate
in the case of line faults and other transients. The fundamental bus protection criterion is
based on Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL), where the infeed current into the bus from the
converter station must be equal to the summation of the outgoing currents in the connected
lines. The current differential criterion based on KCL has been widely adopted in the
literature [112,127]. Furthermore, a ROCOV-based criterion is proposed in [70,71] to detect
bus faults. In [160], the cosine distance criterion is employed to design a non-differential
bus protection algorithm based on the bus voltage and the direction of the superimposed
fault currents of the lines connected to the protected bus.
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5.10. Comparison between Single-Ended Schemes

A comparison between single-ended schemes is presented in Table 5. The same
comparison aspects as those used for double-ended schemes are investigated in addition
to the size of the boundary reactors employed in the proposed schemes to ensure selec-
tivity and limit the sharp rise of fault currents. From Table 5, it can be concluded that
non-unit schemes are fast with operating times less than 1 ms [71,136]. The algorithm
proposed in [155] has the longest operation time of 3 ms, which still complies with the
protection system speed requirements and it has the smallest sampling frequency of 10 kHz.
The largest sampling frequency (2 MHz) and the largest window length (1000 samples) are
associated with the FFT-based scheme proposed in [136].

There are three significant aspects that should be carefully considered while evaluat-
ing the performance of single-ended schemes. First, the fault resistance coverage of the
proposed schemes should be large enough such that severe fault conditions can be de-
tected. The maximum fault resistance coverage is 800 Ω, which is achieved by the proposed
scheme in [142]. In contrast, only faults with 1 Ω resistance are simulated in the proposed
scheme in [138]. Second, the size of boundary reactors should be optimized, since large
reactors may result in severe stability issues, particularly with power flow reversal, which
is common in multi-terminal grids. Small reactors are superior in terms of stability and
cost; yet their role in damping the sharp rise of fault currents may be seriously impacted.
In [142], large reactor sizes in the range of 200–300 mH are employed to achieve the large
resistance coverage of 800 Ω. The lowest reported reactor size is 5 mH, which is tested
with the proposed scheme in [72]. Third, severe solid external faults such as solid local
and remote bus faults should be evaluated and the proposed algorithms should be able
to discriminate these faults from high-resistance internal faults. Note that this aspect may
also affect the selection process of reactor sizes according to the required filtering level that
guarantees successful discrimination between these critical faults.

Comparing unit schemes (Table 4) with non-unit schemes (Table 5), it is evident
that non-unit schemes have relatively higher sampling frequencies and less fault resis-
tance coverage compared with unit schemes. However, non-unit schemes are faster than
unit schemes, mainly due to the exclusive dependency on local measurements and, thus,
the absence of communication delays. Furthermore, non-unit schemes are more accurate,
as they do not rely on communicated data; thus, they are not affected by communica-
tion and synchronization errors. In summary, there is a trade-off between selectivity and
speed in single- and double-ended schemes. Based on the aforementioned discussions in
Sections 4 and 5, selective single-ended schemes are the appropriate candidates for primary
protection, whilst double-ended schemes should be employed as reliable backup protection
algorithms. Furthermore, an exemplary single-ended scheme should be augmented with
a powerful mathematical tool capable of rapidly extracting the internal fault signature
under severe fault conditions. Although relatively fast unit schemes have been proposed in
the literature, the unavoidable communication delays as well as data synchronization and
incidental communication failures are the major impediments that endanger their reliable
operation for primary protection.
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Table 5. Comparison among communication-less protection schemes.

Ref. (Year)
(Category)

Mathematical
Analysis Tool

Algorithm
Triggering
Criterion

Sampling
Frequency (KHz)

Window Length
(Number of

Samples)

Tested Grid
Configuration

Converter
Topology

Boundary Reactor
Size (mH)

Fault Resistance
Coverage

Operation Time
(ms)

[105] (2016)
(ROCOV)

Direct data
processing

Same as the main
algorithm N/A N/A Three-terminal

star-connected
Generic multilevel

VSC 100 N/A N/A

[71] (2018)
(ROCOV)

Direct data
processing

Same as the main
algorithm 25 N/A Three-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 40 200 Ω 0.2

[107] (2016) (RO-
COV/ROCOC)

Direct data
processing Undervoltage 100 10 Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 20–40 60 Ω 2.11

[108] (2020)
(ROCOC)

Direct data
processing

Same as the main
algorithm N/A N/A Three-terminal

star-connected Half-bridge MMC 40 50 Ω 1

[21] (2017)
(Transient)

Butterworth
band-pass filter Voltage derivative 50 50 Five-terminal

meshed grid Two-level VSC 10 300 Ω 1

[112] (2017)
(Transient)

Direct data
processing

Same as the main
algorithm 50 20 Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 50 N/A 0.5

[72] (2020) (DC
Reactor)

Direct data
processing

Same as the main
algorithm N/A N/A Point-to-point two-level VSC 5–145 N/A 2.6

[73] (2018) (DC
Reactor)

Direct data
processing

DC reactor
overvoltage N/A N/A Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 150 380 Ω 1

[127] (2018)
(Traveling Wave) DWT Current variation 96 10 Five-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 150 500 Ω 1

[136] (2020)
(Traveling Wave) FFT Same as the main

algorithm 2000 1000 CIGRE test grid Half-bridge MMC N/A 200 Ω 0.5

[141] (2020)
(Traveling Wave) PMT Voltage derivative N/A N/A Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 150 200 Ω 1.1

[142] (2021)
(Traveling Wave) PMT Voltage gradient 20 6 Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 200–300 800 Ω 1

[154] (2021)
(Special) PMT/MG Undervoltage 20 N/A Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 50 300 Ω 0.6

[155] (2021)
(Special) MAD Same as the main

algorithm 10 50 Four-terminal
meshed grid

LCL Half-bridge
MMC 20 N/A 3

[158] (2020)
(Special)

PMT/BBF (basic
fitting function)

Same as the main
algorithm 200 200 Four-terminal

meshed grid Half-bridge MMC 100 300 Ω 1
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6. Fault Location Identification Schemes

Precise determination of the fault location within the identified faulted segment
is extremely important for rapid repair and fast restoration of the system. Similar to
primary protection schemes, fault location schemes can be implemented with and without
communication channels. In communication-based fault location identification schemes,
the arrival instants of the first incident fault-induced backward traveling waves at both
terminals of a transmission line or cable segment are obtained by means of signal processing
tools to calculate the exact fault distance. However, synchronized measurements are
essential to guarantee the accuracy of the proposed scheme. In addition, the parameters
of the transmission link and its wave propagation characteristics should be carefully
considered. For example, the proposed formula in [81] estimates the fault distance based on
the arrival instants of the incident traveling waves, synchronized by the global positioning
system (GPS), at boundary relays.

Likewise, Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is employed in [161] to extract the
wavefront arrival instants of terminal voltage measurements. In [162], the criterion is
modified to be applicable to multi-terminal star-connected grids. The proposed scheme
in [163] utilizes synchronized measurements of both conductor and sheath currents in order
to estimate the fault distance in submarine cables.

Fast fault location identification schemes can be implemented based on local measure-
ments without the need for synchronized exchanged data. The fundamental principle of
these schemes depends on the detection of the arrival instants of the first two fault induced
traveling waves [164]. Moreover, DC reactors play an integral role in the reliable operation
of such schemes by filtering out the high-frequency components of the refracted traveling
waves coming from neighboring segments. Robust signal processing tools are used in a
number of algorithms to discriminate between the reflected traveling wave from the fault
location and the one reflected from the remote terminal. For instance, the proposed scheme
in [165] depends on detecting the arrival instants of both the initial and the subsequent
reflected voltage traveling wave heads utilizing the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
approach. Further, to mitigate the effect of measurement noises, Stationary Wavelet Trans-
form (SWT) is employed to denoise the local voltage measurement signals. The proposed
fault location identification scheme in [166] estimates the line impedance between the relay
location and the fault point based on analyzing the local voltage and current measurements
during the initial fault stage.

In [167], a pattern recognition-based scheme is proposed, which is based on estimating
the Pearson correlation coefficient that measures the level of similarity between the local
voltage signals and prespecified training patterns. The proposed scheme in [168] depends
on the arrival instant of the first traveling wave extracted from local measurements without
the need to detect the arrival instants of subsequent surges. In [168], the grid is divided
into a number of sections and their corresponding set of linear equations is solved to
accurately identify the fault location. Other single-ended fault location schemes have
been recently proposed such as the Variational Mode Decomposition-based scheme [169],
the characteristic impedance-based scheme [170], the high-frequency content-based scheme
(extracted by the Lomb-Scargle Periodogram approach) [171], the estimated wavefront
speed-based scheme [172], and HHT-based schemes [173,174].

7. Reclosing Strategies

A supplementary feature of protective algorithms is the capability to discriminate
between permanent and temporary faults and to provide adaptive reclosing in case of
temporary faults. Temporary faults are common in overhead transmission lines due
to lightning strikes and their vulnerability to severe weather conditions, as previously
indicated in Table 3. Reclosing strategies play an integral role in enhancing the stability
and security of transmission networks by minimizing the outage duration in addition
to guaranteeing the continuity of supply after fault extinction. In comparison with AC
single-phase auto-reclosing (SPAR) schemes, DC reclosing schemes are more challenging
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due to the weak coupling between the tripped pole and the healthy pole, in case of pole-to-
ground faults. Thus, detecting the arc extinction instant of temporary faults is challenging.
Therefore, fixed reclosing times with the option of multiple reclosures is the common
practice used in DC reclosing schemes [175]. However, the multi-branch structure of DCCBs
and their residual DC current breakers (as shown in Figure 10) can effectively facilitate the
discrimination process through injecting testing signals by reclosing the residual breaker.
Then, based on analyzing these signals, the fault nature (permanent or temporary) can
be identified.

Various reclosing strategies have been proposed in the literature. In [176], a reclosing
strategy for mechanical DCCBs is proposed based on transient operating voltages (TOVs),
produced during fault interruption, which are used to distinguish between permanent
and temporary faults and estimate the fault extinction instant in case of temporary faults.
In [177], the DC component of the residual voltage generated after reclosing the residual
breaker is used as an adaptive classifier to identify the fault nature. A similar approach
is proposed in [178] based on residual voltage measurements, but it is applied to hybrid
DCCBs rather than mechanical DCCBs.

Reclosing strategies based on active pulse injection and hybrid DCCBs are proposed
in [179–182]. The proposed reclosing scheme in [179] is based on the injection of an active
voltage pulse into the faulted line from the grid converters. Then, an undervoltage criterion
applied to the refracted traveling wave is utilized to identify the fault property. Furthermore,
to provide a path for the injected pulse, a coordinated control of hybrid DCCBs is required
to conduct the transfer branch for a short time (0.1 ms). A similar scheme is proposed
in [180] and based on a traveling wave criterion. In [181], the reclosing scheme is based on
injecting voltage signals into the faulted lines. Then, a WTMM-based criterion is applied
to the reflected traveling wave to distinguish between permanent and temporary faults.
A similar scheme is proposed in [182] based on the injection of current traveling waves and
the stored energy of the snubber capacitors of hybrid DCCBs.

Further research on reclosing strategies needs to be conducted in order to achieve
prompt and reliable discrimination between permanent and temporary faults under severe
fault conditions. Furthermore, enhancing the adaptive feature of the reclosing schemes such
that they can precisely detect the extinction (deionization) instant of transient fault arcs in
case of temporary faults is a current research challenge that requires further investigation.

8. Design Procedures and Standardization of HVDC Protection Schemes

The procedure to design a reliable HVDC grid protection systems and determine the
various grid parameters and equipment ratings involves multiple crucial steps. In [183],
a six-step procedure is introduced to design the protection system: (1) the appropriate
HVDC grid topology (symmetrical, asymmetrical monopolar or bipolar configuration,
with ground or metallic return path) is selected; (2) DC fault analysis and fault current
calculations are performed to determine the short-circuit levels; (3) the proper fault clearing
strategy is decided based on the desired performance requirements and grid limitations;
(4) the required switchgear equipment and their ratings are determined; (5) the size of DC
reactors is determined; and (6) the protection algorithm is designed. A significant aspect in
the design of protection algorithms is the employed domain where the algorithm inputs are
processed. As concluded in [184], the phase-domain is the preferred choice when designing
a protection algorithm for cable-based HVDC grids, whereas the modal-domain is the best
choice in overhead line-based HVDC grids.

Within the same context, optimal power flow (OPF) calculations are performed in [185]
to select the appropriate HVDC grid topology in order to minimize fault transients and
network losses. Furthermore, in [186], an optimal approach to design a reliable HVDC
protection system is proposed where the design procedure is converted into an optimiza-
tion problem solved using genetic algorithm. In [186], the desired protection aspects are
considered as the problem objective functions such as minimizing the size of DC reactors.
In addition, the system requirements and design parameters, e.g., protection margins,
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thresholds, DCCB ratings, and the algorithm speed that prevents the blocking of converters
during faults, are considered as the optimization problem constraints and variables.

Standardization of protection systems of HVDC grids is imperative to guarantee
their secure operation. A pre-standardization study is presented in [187], where basic
operational guidelines for realizing multi-terminal multi-vendor HVDC grids are outlined.
Comprehensive standards for protection requirements, philosophies, and selection of
fault interruption devices must be developed based on practical experiences with existing
systems. Given the lack of large installed HVDC grids, protection standardization is still in
its preliminary stage with various recommendations provided based on intensive analysis
and simulations [188]. For instance, as recommended by the CIGRE Working Group (WG)
B4.56, the acting speed of HVDC protection systems should be less than 10 ms in order to
retain the stability of the HVDC grid during various fault events [189].

Other valuable CIGRE technical brochures, which outline significant recommendations
regarding HVDC grid protection systems, were published in the preceding years, such
as: (1) CIGRE Technical Brochure 739 [52], which outlines the practical recommendations
and the available protection approaches and philosophies in order to realize effective
protection schemes for meshed HVDC grids; (2) CIGRE Technical Brochure 683 [190],
which demonstrates the HVDC protection system switchgear and the available DCCB
technologies with their practical specifications; (3) CIGRE Technical Brochure 604 [191],
which provides practical guidelines for modeling HVDC converters and other system
elements in addition to a full description of the widely used CIGRE multi-terminal HVDC
test system. The technical reports and brochures developed by regulatory organizations
such as CIGRE have established the fundamental practices and recommendations based on
which comprehensive standards for HVDC grid protection schemes can be fully instituted.

9. Conclusions

A comprehensive survey of HVDC grid protection systems has been presented in
this paper. In this paper, the DC fault phenomenon including the fault stages, calculation
methods, and fault clearing strategies are presented; in addition, various HVDC protection
system requirements, which ensure the reliable performance of protection systems under
severe fault conditions, are discussed. Furthermore, a comprehensive review of primary
and backup protection algorithms is provided and the major differences between single-
and double-ended primary schemes are addressed. Moreover, a comprehensive review
of double-ended and single-ended schemes is presented. An overview of fault location
identification schemes is provided; in addition, reclosing schemes in HVDC grids are
reviewed. HVDC protection system design procedures and the available standards related
to HVDC grid protection are also reviewed in this paper.

Based on the reviewed papers, a reliable and inclusive protection system for multi-
terminal HVDC grids should possess the following features or components: (1) a selective
primary protection algorithm that is able to rapidly detect various DC fault events and
discriminate between internal and external faults with a low sampling frequency and
limited computation requirements; (2) the ability to detect the faulted segment and precisely
estimate the fault location in addition to identifying the faulty pole in the case of pole-to-
ground faults; (3) guaranteed and reliable performance under severe fault conditions and
different grid configurations; (4) the ability to detect bus faults and distinguish them from
nearby internal faults; (5) a backup protection algorithm that provides delayed protection
in the case of primary protection failure; and (6) a reclosing scheme that can distinguish
between permanent and temporary faults in addition to determining the exact extinction
instants of temporary fault arcs; thus, providing adaptive reclosing times to accomplish
optimal network restoration.

Based on the presented review of the proposed protection algorithms, it can be con-
cluded that there is a trade-off between selectivity and speed in single- and double-ended
protection schemes. Highly-selective single-ended schemes are the appropriate candidates
for providing primary protection given that they should be augmented with a powerful
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signal processing tool capable of rapidly extracting the internal fault signature under severe
fault conditions. On the other hand, double-ended protection schemes can be employed as
reliable backup protection algorithms. The inevitable communication delays as well as data
synchronization and incidental communication failures impede the use of double-ended
schemes in providing primary protection.
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